1. He played guitar in the band The Daredevils, alongside future Bad Religion member Brad Gurewitz but sold his guitar to guy a Super 8 movie camera. A UCLA film school grad, he won four Clios for creating the ad series featuring the Budweiser frogs. He made his major studio directorial debut with the Nathan Lane film Mousehunt. He made his name, though, for a version of a 1998 Japanese film about a killer video. Name, FTP, this director whose success with The Ring led to his work on all three Pirates of the Caribbean movies. 
ANS: Gore _Verbinski_ 

2. It was created by Canadian art student Deirdre LaCarte, and from August 1998 to March 1999 it registered roughly 800 hits. Its original music, a file called dedodeo.wav, was taken down due to complaints from Disney, as the clip was taken from its animated version of Robin Hood. New music from the site hit charts in both the UK and Australia, but it is still best known for its looped sample of Roger Miller's "Whistle Stop," to which Hampton, Dixie, Hado and Fuzzy all gyrated. Name, FTP, this early Internet fad named for the rodent that inspired it. 
ANS: The _Hampster Dance_ 

3. The 2006 episode "The Grumpy Guy" referenced the star's real-life feud with neighbor Julie Newmar, which must have ended well as she guest starred in the episode. Centered on the co-owner of the construction firm Ground Up, it debuted in October 2001 after My Wife and Kids, and was originally not on ABC's 2007-08 schedule. It was added last month, apparently with co-star Courtney Thorne-Smith still on board to play Cheryl, the main character's wife. Name, FTP, this sitcom starring the younger brother of John Belushi. 
ANS: _According to Jim_ 

4. Formed some time between 1946 and 1956, they were originally known as the Knights of Walpurgis. Of the roughly 30 known members, most are in prison, while some have died, such as Igor Karkaroff. Members at large include Peter Pettigrew and Bellatrix Lestrange. Formed with a goal of eliminating non pure-blood wizards and taking power from the Muggles, they are summoned to their leader by the Dark Mark, a snake and skull tattoo that burns and changes color. Name, FTP, this group that seeks to bring power to Lord Voldemort in the Harry Potter series of books. 
ANS: _Death Eaters_ 

5. A top 10 hit in the US and UK in 1974, it was inspired by the artist's location among record executives at a pre-signing party. Covered by acts including Susanna Hoffs, Juice Newton, and Keith Urban, it is sometimes believed to be a Bob Dylan song, due to the similarity of his voice to its actual singer, Gerry Rafferty. It is best known, however, as the song playing on K-Billy during the ear-cutting scene in the movie Reservoir Dogs. Name, FTP, this "pop bubble-gum favorite" by Stealers Wheel. 
ANS: _Stuck in the Middle With You_ 

6. After stints in the Oakland and Seattle farm systems and two years playing in Italy, he landed a scouting job with the Texas Rangers, where he signed Sammy Sosa out from under the Toronto Blue Jays. After seven interviews for a general manager job, he finally landed one when Major League Baseball hired him to run the Montreal Expos. When they were sold he lost his post, but would get a new top job and go on to sign players like Pedro Martinez and Carlos Beltran. Name, FTP, this man who has rebuilt the New York Mets, the first Hispanic GM in league history. 
ANS: Omar _Minaya_ 

7. Its active ingredients are potassium dichromate and white bryony, which are present in concentrations of one part per million or less. Menthol is an inactive ingredient whose presence suggests the same benefit you get from using Vicks Vap-o-Rub. It has variants to relieve symptoms of migranes, dry skin, and hemerrhoids, but the original version of this Miralus Healthcare product is best known thanks to its short TV ads that repeat its usage instructions three times. Name, FTP, this homeopathic pain reliever which you use by applying directly to your forehead. 
ANS: _HeadOn_ 

8. Among this movie's supporting cast are Jeffrey Jones as the Vice President of the US  and Spalding Grey as a Black Studies professor. One plot point in the film revolves around the attempted exhumation of John Quincy Adams. The duo want Adams so they can make more of what got them perfect marks on the Testing for Higher Credentials: pot grown in soil that includes the ashes of a cremated smart guy, such as Ivory, whose death in a dredlock fire would, eventually, land the leads at Harvard, where hilarity tries to ensue. Name, FTP, this 2001 film starring Method Man and Redman.
ANS: _How High_ 
9. You had my heart/ and we'll never be world apart/ Maybe in magazines/ but you'll still be my star/ Baby cause in the Dark/ You can see shiny Cars/ And that's when you need me there/ With you I'll always share/ Because/ When the sun shines/ We’ll shine together/ Told you I'll be here forever/ Said I'll always be your friend/ Took an oath/ I'mma stick it out 'till the end/ Now that it's raining more than ever/ Know that we still have each other/ You can stand under my," FTP, what, according to the 2007 song by Rihanna? 
ANS: _Umbrella_ 
10. The 1954 edition of this bowl game saw Alabama's Tommy Lewis tackle Rice's Dickey Moegle, the only problem being that Lewis was on the bench when the play started. TCU beat Marquette in the first one in 1937, while St. Mary's of California was the first winner from outside the host state. During its heyday it featured the champion of the Southwest Conference versus an at-large team, such as in the 1979 game where Notre Dame, led by Joe Montana, came back from a 34-12 deficit to win 35-34. Name, FTP, this bowl game named for the stadium in which it is played, located at the Texas state fairgrounds. 
ANS: _Cotton Bowl_ 

11. This TV character is modeled after Larry Underwood from Stephen King’s The Stand. A native of Manchester, on his best day he prevented an attack on Nadia Jazeem. The youngest son of a butcher, he traveled to Australia to try to get his brother Liam to rejoin their band for a reunion, which Liam declined. He would eventually drown in the Looking Glass station, in accordance with Desmond Hume’s vision. Name, FTP, this former member of Driveshaft and Oceanic 815 crash survivor, played by Dominic Monaghan on Lost.
ANS: _Charlie_ Pace 
12. The story it is based on was inspired by an investigation by parapsychologist Christopher Chacon. The real events took place at San Diego's Hotel Del Coranado, while the film takes place at the Dolphin Hotel in Manhattan. In it, author Mike Eslin checks into the Dolphin to disprove stories about a cursed room, over the objections of hotel manager Gerald Olin (played by Samuel L. Jackson), and that's when the horror begins. Starring John Cusack as Eslin, name, FTP, this film based on a Stephen King story, named for the cursed room.
ANS: _1408_ 

13. Items were first sold under this name in 1960, when O. D. McKee decided to name them after a family member; he also used their picture on boxes. Now a brand with over 75 items, new products include the Texas Cinnamon Roll and Snow Puffs, a fudge cookie covered in marshmallow and rolled in coconut. While the original product under this brand, Oatmeal Creme Pies, are still made, they are only the third best-seller, behind Nutty Bars and Swiss Cake Rolls. Name, FTP, this line of snack cakes named for McKee's young granddaughter.
ANS: _Little Debbie_ 

14. The Academy of Country Music's Album of the Year for 1990, it included the ACM's top single of the year and the song whose video won a 1991 Country Music Award. Four of its songs were #1 singles on the Billboard country chart, including "Unanswered Prayers" and "Two of a Kind, Working on a Full House." With more than 20 million sold, it is its artist's best-selling album, and also features background vocals from its artist's current wife, Trisha Yearwood. Featuring the songs "The Thunder Rolls" and "Friends in Low Places," name, FTP, this second album by Garth Brooks. 
ANS: _No Fences_ 

15. They have only missed the playoffs twice, in 1998 and 2003, the latter year a transitional one that saw Becky Hammon emerge at point guard. In their first season the won their first seven games and advanced to the league finals, their only trip with coach Nancy Darsch. They would make the finals three more times with coach Richie Adubato, but only won one game total in those series. In 2004 they played part of their schedule at Radio City Music Hall to accomodate the Republican National Convention. Known for players like Teresa Witherspoon and Rebecca Lobo, name, FTP, this WNBA sister franchise to the New York Knicks. 
ANS: New York _Liberty_ 

16. Mack Sennett played this character in a series of comedic films, while Eille Norwood was the first noted actor to play the character in a series of films, doing so in the 1920s. More recent portrayals came from Christopher Plummer in Murder by Decree and Michael Caine in Without a Clue. Basil Rathbone played him in 14 movies, the most of any actor. Name, FTP, this character which the Guinness Book of World Records cited as the most frequently filmed fictional character, mostly in adaptations of stories like "The Sign of Four" or "The Hounds of the Baskervilles." 
ANS: Sherlock _Holmes_ 

17. Introduced in a MSX platform product in 1987, he has appeared outside of his own series in games likes Evolution Skateboarding, DeamMix TV World Fighters, and the upcoming Super Smash Bros. Brawl. His original mission was to infiltrate Outer Heaven to rescue Gray Fox, but in later missions he's taken on his former FOXHOUND unit and learned that he was a clone of the Big Boss. Named for Kurt Russell's character in Escape From New York, name, FTP, this lead character in the Metal Gear series of video games. 
ANS: _Solid Snake_ 

18. The last forward cut from the 1992 US Olympic ice hockey team, he was on the 1996 World Cup winning team and the last three US Olympic teams. The first American taken in the 1989 draft, he played for the team that drafted him until he was traded to the Edmonton Oilers. He’d then make free agent stops in Boston, Dallas, and St. Louis, who traded him to San Jose last season. He signed another free agent deal earlier this month, and four days later was made team captain. Name, FTP, this long-time New Jersey Devil who now wears the C for the New York Islanders. 
ANS: Bill _Guerin_ 

19. It was started in 1995 by Kevin Lyman, and was named for a discontinued magazine published by Transworld. For the past four years, the band Animo has been allowed to play it in return for working as set-up crew, and one band every year is allowed to play in return for preparing the food at the post-show barbecue. Attendees also get to vote on one band to get an extra 10 minutes for their set. Deftones, Sublime and No Doubt played the first one, while this year's lineup includes Flogging Molly, New Found Glory, and Bad Religion. Name, FTP, this tour sponsored by Vans. 
ANS: _Warped_ Tour 

20. It was launched in 1987 as Movie Time, a channel featuring movie trailers and interviews, and took its current name in 1990. Now a Comcast network, shows that have aired on it include Filthy Rich:Cattle Drive, The Gastineau Girls, and It's Good to Be. It caught flak from trying to get the rights to re-create the murder of Pantera's Dimebag Darrell for a special on Hollywood murders, though it did get high ratings for its dramatic interpretation of the Michael Jackson trial in 2005. Name, FTP, this channel perhaps best known as the home of The Anna Nicole Show and True Hollywood Story. 
ANS: _E!_ Entertainment Television 
21. Currently done by writer Neal Rubin and artist Frank McLaughlin, it was written for a time by Left Behind co-author Jerry Jenkins and his son, Chad. Recent plot lines have included two girls shaving their heads to support their softball coach, who they think has cancer but does not, and the outing of Otha "Clambake" Yancey as a retired mailman, not a former Negro Leaguer. Following the exploits of the athletic director of Milford High School, name, FTP, this comic strip whose main character was named for a Brooklyn Dodger and the US's leading athlete of the first half of the 20th century. 
ANS: _Gil Thorp_ 

22. Trained in acting at Northwestern and the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts, his early recurring TV roles were in acclaimed dramas, such as playing Kenneth Preston on The Defenders and Judd Morrison on Dr. Kildare. He is best known for his five year turn as a dad, a role he landed over Gene Hackman and that he was talked into by Sherwood Schwartz when the show was described as a serious look at modern family life. Name, FTP, this actor whose dislike for the role, and the story in particular, saw him not appear as Mike in the final episode of The Brady Bunch. 
ANS: Robert _Reed_ 

23. Now owned by Columbia Sussex, plans call for it to add four more towers to the three - Paradise, Tiffany, and Island - that are already there. Current entertainment options include Xtreme Magic, an exhibit of Titanic artifacts, and the longest running show in town, the Follies Bergere, which debuted on Christmas Eve, 1959. Originally opened in 1957, it sits on the corner of the Strip and its namesake avenue, the neighbor of the MGM Grand and the Excalibur. Name, FTP, this Las Vegas casino and hotel named for a pair of legendary night clubs in New York and Havana. 
ANS: _Tropicana_ 




1. FTPE, answer these questions about the Philadelphia Phillies' celebrated march to 10,000 losses. 

a. The 10,000th loss in team history came at the hands of this NL Central team, who defeated the Phils 10-2 last Sunday. ANS: _St. Louis Cardinals_ (accept team or nickname) 

b. The next most losingest team in major league baseball is also in the NL East, with 9681 losses. Their string of division titles helped them avoid being the first to quintuple-digit losses.
ANS: _Atlanta Braves_ (accept team or nickname) 

c. By percentage, the Phillies aren't the losingest team in the majors (thanks, Devil Rays!), and aren't even the losingest team in the National League. That honor goes to this team, who has won just over 46 percent of their games since their debut in 1969. 
ANS: _San Diego Padres_ (accept team or nickname) 

2. FTPE, name these movies with something in common. 

a. In this film, James Bond faces off with Claude Serrault, whose nickname, Renaud, is French for 'fox.' Renaud is played by Robert Carlyle. 
ANS: The _World Is Not Enough_ 

b. This sequel features the character Francois Toulour, aka the Night Fox, who foils a mostly American group in a series of European heists, only to be beaten to the ultimate prize: a Fabrege egg on display at a Roman museum.
ANS: _Ocean's 12_ 

c. In this 2000 film, Li Mu Bail seeks to recover the Green Destiny and avenge the death of his master at the hands of the Jade Fox, played by Pei-Pei Cheng. 
ANS: _Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon_ or _Wo hu cang long_ 

3. Created in India around 500 BC, it originally used dancers as red, blue, green, and yellow pawns and was played in a garden rather than on a board. FTPE: 

a. Name this game which, in its board variety, sees players try to move their pawns from their starting nest to the home space in the board's center, utilizing dark safe spaces and the ability to block other players from moving by having two pawns in the same space.
ANS: _Parcheesi_ 

b. This Parker Brothers game based on Parcheesi also sought to move pawns from a start position to a central home, but allowed for both backward and forward movement and used cards instead of dice to move the pawns. There are also slide and safety zones.
ANS: _Sorry!_ 

c. This Milton Bradley spin on Parcheesi did not allow blocking, but may be best known for the Pop-o-Matic bubble which was depressed and released to roll the dice (marked with numbers rather than pips) concealed within.
ANS: _Trouble_ 

4. Before ER, this was NBC's critically acclaimed medical drama. FTPE: 
a. Name this show, which ran from 1982 to 1986 and featured the staff of Boston's run-down St. Elegius Hospital.
ANS: _St. Elsewhere_ 

b. Among the ensemble cast on St. Elsewhere was this future game show host, who played Dr. Wayne Fiscus, who over the course of the show had a thing with the pathologist - she liked to be intimate on the slabs in the morgue - and was shot, seeing visions of Heaven and Hell, including meeting God, who looked like him.
ANS: Howie _Mandel_

c. St. Elsewhere has one of the best-known final scenes in TV history, when it appears that the entire show took place in the mind of Tommy Westphall, a boy with this condition.
ANS: _autism_ 

5. VISUAL BONUS. On the sheet in front of you are pictures of four bands, each with one member’s face obscured. On a 5-10-20-30 basis, name the four musicians with the new faces.
ANS: a. Steven Page  (BNL)  b. Joe Perry (Aerosmith), c. Charlie Watts (Rolling Stones)  d. Jon Frusciante (RHCP)

6. FTPE, name these films from the ouvre of Wentworth Institute of Technology's most famous alum, Matt LeBlanc. 

a. LeBlanc has played Jason Gibbons in both of the McG-helmed entries of this TV show turned film. 
ANS: _Charlie's Angels_ 

b. LeBlanc's most successful non-Angels film is this 1997 entry which is also adapted from a TV show. LeBlanc played Major Don West in this movie that grossed about $70 million in the US; it cost $80 million to make. 
ANS: _Lost in Space_ 

c. LeBlanc's Friends success led to this first starring vehicle, where he plays pitcher Jack "Deuce" Cooper, whose problems are alleviated when the team's mascot - a chimpanzee - is promoted to third base.
ANS: _Ed_ 

[Ed. - OK, LeBlanc's not an alum per se, he left after one semester. Construction's loss is our gain. Or vice versa.) 

7. Given a pair of attractions, tell which area of Disney World's Magic Kingdom you'd find them in FTPE. 

a. Big Thunder Mountain Railroad, Country Bear Jamboree 
ANS: _Frontierland_ 

b. The Hall of Presidents, The Haunted Mansion
ANS: _Liberty Square_ 

c. Jungle Room, Walt Disney's Enchanted Tiki Room 
ANS: _Adventureland_ 

8. It's just like any small town located in a secluded area of the Pacific Northwest - except that it's a government-funded refuge for top scientific minds. FTPE: 

a. Name this town, the title location of this Sci-Fi Channel show.
ANS: _Eureka_ 

b. Notable among the cast is this actor who plays Jim Taggart. Past small screen credits include Herman's Head and Max Headroom.
ANS: Matt _Frewer_ 

c. An ongoing plot revolves around this item, located in Section 5 of the Global Dynamics building. It is believed to be a device from a previous universe that is at least partially outside of normal space-time.
ANS: The _Artifact_ 

9. FTPE, answer these questions about the less than stellar first round class of the 1992 NFL draft.
a. This team had the first and second picks of the draft, and spent them on defensive players Steve Entman and Quentin Coryatt. Neither caught on, and both would retire within 7 years due to injuries.
ANS: _Indianapolis Colts_ (accept city or nickname) 

b. The Cincinnati Bengals took this Houston product at number 6, one of only two QBs taken in the first round. His lackluster career took him from Cincy to Oakland to Green Bay. He is now studying for a PhD at the Dallas Theological Seminary.
ANS: David _Klingler_ 

c. This Pac-10 school saw players taken with back to back picks. The Browns took "Touchdown" Tommy Vardell, who would go on to become Barry Sanders' first fullback, and the Falcons took Bob Whitfield, now best known for his two head-butting penalties in 2006 while a member of the Giants.
ANS: _Stanford_ 

10. First appearing in Uncanny X-Men #100, this maneuver allows one X-Man of great strength to get another X-Man to a desired location faster than if he ran there. FTPE: 
a. Give the baseball-derived two word name for this move.
ANS: _Fastball Special_ 

b. Name the duo that most often performs this move, one a Russian who can transform his body into "organic steel," the other a Canadian whose healing power and alloy-enhanced skeleton allows him to be thrown with little fear of injury.
ANS: _Colossus_ or Piotr _Rasputin_, _Wolverine_ or _Logan_ or James _Howlett_ 
	
c. This female member of the X-Men has been thrown by Colossus a number of times, as her phasing ability allows her to pass through objects and disrupt electric fields. She was the youngest member of the X-Men at the time of her invitation to join.
ANS: _Shadowkat_ or Katherine "Kitty" _Pryde_ 

11. FTPE, answer these questions about Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? 

a. This man was the first to win the million dollars on the US version of the show. He knew that Richard Nixon did a guest spot on Laugh-In, but used his phone a friend to tell his dad he was going to win.

ANS: John _Carpenter_ 

b. The title of the show comes from a Cole Porter song written for this 1956 film, a musical version of The Philadelphia Story starring Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra. It was the last film Grace Kelly appeared in before becoming Princess Grace of Monaco.
ANS: _High Society_ 

c. The current syndicated version of the show has added this fourth lifeline, which is available only after the contestant clears the $25,000 question.
ANS: _change the question_ (accept variants) 

12. FTPE, answer these questions about porn stars in non-porn movies. 
a. Perhaps the best-known crossover is this actress, who made between 80 and 100 X-rated movies before she was found to be under 18, making it illegal to own or show her films. Her non-porn work is mostly in TV, from short stints on Melrose Place and Roseann to recurring roles on Profiler and First Wave. 
ANS: Traci _Lords_ or Nicole _Kuzma_ 

b. Nina Hartley, Lil' Cinderella, and Jamielyn Kane all crossed over into small roles in this 1997 Paul Thomas Anderson film, not surprising given that it was about the rise, fall, and return of a porn star in the late 1970s and early '80s. 
ANS: _Boogie Nights_ 

c. Jenna Jameson hasn't strayed too far from porn, but she landed a small role as Mandy in this autobiographical 1997 film, not surprisingly given that its star has had her on his real-life radio show several times.
ANS: _Private Parts_ 

13. So the Cleveland Cavaliers went to their first NBA finals this year. Look how that turned out. FTPE:
 
a. Cleveland was swept out of the finals by San Antonio, a mirror image of the Cavs sweeping this team in the first round of the playoffs.
ANS: _Washington Wizards_ (accept city or nickname) 

b. LeBron James was the Cavs' leading scorer in all the finals games but Game 1, where this guard who spent two years playing for Texas before going pro scored two more points than Bron Bron.
ANS: Daniel "Boobie" _Gibson_ 

c. Game 3 was the closest of the Finals, with the Spurs winning by three after LeBron's 29 footer didn't go in. LeBron would claim that this Spurs forward, a seven-time All NBA defensive team member, fouled him on the shot, entitling him to three free throws.
ANS: Bruce _Bowen_ 

14. FTPE, answer these questions about related music. 
a. This song, the first single from Enrique Iglesias' album Insomniac, gets its parenthetical title from the sound of the game being played being used in the song. 
ANS: _Do You Know?_ (The Ping Pong Song) 

b. "Airport Song," off of this group's debut album Goldfly, ends with the sound of a ping pong game.
ANS: _Guster_ 

c. "Ping Pong" is a song on the album Mars Audiac Quintet, the second Elektra release by this British alternative band founded by Tim Gane and Laetitia Sadier.
ANS: _Stereolab_ 

15. Chick lit time! FTPE, given a trio chick lit books, name their author. 
a. Nineteen Minutes, My Sister's Keeper, The Tenth Circle 
ANS: Jodi _Picoult_ 

b. Whitethorn Woods, Tara Road, Nights of Rain and Stars 
ANS: Maeve _Binchy_ 

c. Body Surfing, Light on Snow, A Wedding in December 
ANS: Anita _Shreve_ 

16. FTPE, answer these questions about fruit-flavores candies. 

a. Varieties of this candy include Baja California, whose flavors include dragon fruit and limon, and a retro pack with flavors like Disco Berry and Optimus Lime.
ANS: _Starburst_ 

b. Introduced in 1927, more recent varieties include the all-grape Jolly Joes, Tropical Typhoon, Berry Blast, and Tangy Twister. 
ANS: _Mike & Ike_ 

c. This brand's varieties include Ice Cream, Smoothie Mix, Tropical, and Carnival. Outside of the US, the green candy is apple while the purple one is black currant.
ANS: _Skittles_ 

17. FTPE, name these awful video games.

a. This superhero game released in 2003 inspired the Golden Mullet Awards presented by G4's X-Play, which also called it the worst GameCube title ever. In it, you play the title character, trying to protect Atlantis from Black Manta by using lame fighting skills. 
ANS: _Aquaman_: Battle for Atlantis 

b. The adaptation of this game to home systems was called "biblically horrific" and "the worst second of your life repeated forever." Bad graphics and lame play doomed this popular arcade title featuring the band Aerosmith.
ANS: _Revolution X_ 

c. Developed by Ion Storm and designed by Jon Romero, its original release date was in 1997, but it wouldn’t  be released until 2000, with blurry, cut-rate graphics, such as fog used to obscure detail not completed. Taking place in 2455, you are trying to recover the title object with the help of two sidekicks whose AI programming was one of the game's major failures. 
ANS: _Daikatana_ 

18. FTSNOP, answer these questions on people who play characters of the opposite gender in movies. 
a. FFP, this actor has gotten off of his Wild Hog to play Edna Turnblad, mother of the lead character, in the remake of Hairspray.
ANS: John _Travolta_ 

b. FTP, Edna Turnblad was also played by a man in the 1988 original, as this John Waters regular, born Harris Milstead, originated the role.
ANS: _Divine_ 

c. F15P, Linda Hunt won a Best Supporting Actress Oscar for playing a man - photographer Billy Kwan - in this 1982 Peter Weir film about a journalist in a politically-troubled Indonesia.
ANS: The _Year of Living Dangerously_ 

19. FTPE, name these animated bands. 

a. Created by Damon Albarn of Blur and Jamie Hewlett, this band is best known for the single "Clint Eastwood" 
ANS: _Gorillaz_ 

b. They are the only animated band to have taken the top spot in Billboard's list of the top 100 songs for a year, as "Sugar Sugar" was the top song of 1969.
ANS: The _Archies_ 

c. A band made up five members of this doll line has released four albums, most recently 2005's Rock Angelz. The album topped Billboard's Kid Audio chart, and the song "So Good" landed on the main pop charts in Australia and the UK.
ANS: _Bratz_ 

20. Remember when Dale Earnhardt, Jr. was the next big thing in NASCAR? Neither do we. FTPE: 

a. Starting next season, Junior will no longer be driving for the company started by his father, but will instead take this driver's spot at Hendrick Motorsports. He may even assume the number 5 car this driver has had since being named the 2005 Nextel Cup rookie of the year. 
ANS: _Kyle Busch_ (prompt on last name, as brother Kurt Busch is also a NASCAR driver) 

b. Junior is also losing this beverage as primary sponsor, apparently due to conflicts with existing deals Hendrick has in place.
ANS: _Bud_weiser 

c. Junior's last win came in the 2006 Crown Royal 400, which is held at this Virginia track.
ANS: _Richmond_ International Raceway 

21. FTPE, name these online services that are now part of the Yahoo family. 

a. Originating in 1994 as Beverly Hills Internet, it had users place their web pages in geographically-named subdomains based on content. Yahoo bought it in 1999 but kept its name, as you'd have seen if you read the crappy web page for this tournament.
ANS: _GeoCities_ 

b. This social bookmarking web service founded by Joshua Schachter in 2003 and bought by Yahoo in 2005. It became popular thanks to its easy to use interface, the use of tags, and unique domain name. 
ANS: _del.icio.us_ 

c. This photo-sharing site developed by Ludicorp, which also gained popularity thanks to the ability to tag and share photos. Acquired by Yahoo earlier this year, the change over was criticized for the requirement of users to affiliate their account with a Yahoo ID, as well as with new limits on tags and contacts.
ANS: _Flickr_ 

22. FTPE, name these Beatles songs which, like the band name, have an animalistic connection. 

a. Originally named for an amphibian, this song from Yellow Submarine changed its species when Paul McCartney started barking during recording. 
ANS: _Hey Bulldog_ 

b. The last song on the first side of Sgt. Pepper, the mention of Harry the Horse led to its being banned from airplay on the BBC, as both "Harry" and "horse" are slang terms for heroin. John Lennon denied the influence, pointing instead to a 19th century circus poster as inspiration. 
ANS: _Being For the Benefit of Mr. Kite!_ 

c. This song from the White Album referenced several Beatles songs, including "I Am the Walrus," where John sings that the walrus was Paul, a line he threw in to further confuse people looking for deeper meaning in their song lyrics.
ANS: _Glass Onion_ 

23. FTPE, given a pair of judges, name the reality show on which they appear or have appeared. 
a. Shane Sparks, Mary Murphy 
ANS: _So You Think You Can Dance_ 

b. Li'l Kim, Robin Antin 
ANS: Pussycat Dolls Present: The _Search for the Next Doll_ 

c. Jeffrey Ross, Lisa Ann Walter 
ANS: The _Next Best Thing_ 


